An example of neural plasticity evoked by putative behavioral demand and early use of vibrissal hairs after facial nerve transection.
Abnormally associated movements inevitably occur after surgical repair of the facial nerve. The reason for this postparalytic syndrome is poor navigation of regrowing axons. Despite the valuable functional advantage provided by the easily detected movement of vibrissae in rats, the major investigative tools for establishing the degree of misdirected reinnervation are still electrophysiologic recordings and retrograde tracing. In the present study we complemented data from pre- and postoperative retrograde labeling (FluoroGold, Fast Blue, DiI) of facial motoneurons with an evaluation of whisker movements. Using a video-based motion analysis system, we compared the recovery of vibrissae motor performance in visually normal and blind rats of the Sprague-Dawley strain. The analysis of whisker movement after facial nerve surgery revealed a striking discrepancy between morphologic and functional estimates. Whereas retrograde labeling displayed poor accuracy of target reinnervation and supernumerary axonal branching in both groups, the video-based motion analysis showed a perfect recovery of vibrissae movements in the blind rats. Attributing the complete recovery of whisker movement in the blind rats to an extraordinary plasticity of the facial motoneurons induced by putative behavioral demand and forced overuse, we conclude that the video-based analysis of whisker movement is a valuable tool for studying the progress in functional recovery.